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1. Introduction
The growth of the digital asset class has introduced
the world to an asset like no other.
Simultaneously intangible and immutable, for so many it now forms the basis of providing
financial well-being and security for both ourselves and our loved ones.
We regularly store our digital assets in various forms ranging from paper, software,
and hardwares options to user accounts on centralized exchanges.
However, each of these traditional approaches suffers from significant disadvantages
and security vulnerabilities.
Paper wallets: As simple as it sounds, a user of the paper wallet method writes down a seed
and/or secret phrase to recover their digital assets in the event of software and/or hardware
wallet failure. If not properly secured, backed up, and safeguarded, these wallets can be
discarded mistakenly as trash.
Software wallets: Free and easy to use, developers of these wallets offer 12 or 24 word secret
phrases designed for wallet recovery and/or remote access. Yet, many users store this
valuable seed phrase in emails and on Internet of Things (IoT) devices, significantly increasing
potential exposure to hacks that could result in a substantial financial loss.
Hardware wallets: If the owner loses or damages a hardware wallet, then their assets may be
locked and inaccessible permanently, unless the seeds are saved in a secure place.

Wallet Serenity

Serenity Shield

Hello Austin
We are on a mission to secure safe access to your valuable
digital assets for generations to come.

Solo StrongBox

Heritage Owner

Heritage Heir

Wallet Serenity
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Centralized exchange accounts: Such accounts are notoriously weak in regard to asset
security due to the ease with which many exchanges are regularly hacked, or voluntarily
cease operation. This can result in catastrophic losses of assets, both digital and fiat alike,
for their users.
A few notable examples include the following: MtGox [2] (2014), Bitstamp [3] (2015), Bitfinex [4]
(2016), Coincheck [5] (2018), Binance [6] (2019), KuCoin [7] (2020), AscendEx [8] (2021).
Centralized exchange accounts leave users without direct ownership of their funds. This is
the basis for the modern aphorism, “Not your keys, not your crypto”. This lack of direct control
contradicts one of the key tenets of decentralized finance, effectively forcing users to trust
fully a centralized storage vendor with the custodianship of their valuable digital assets.
Serenity Shield intends to solve this problem by providing an encrypted and fully decentralized
solution for passing on assets to an heir in the event of personal tragedy or accidental death.
This new solution will empower our users to once again claim full ownership and autonomy
over their digital assets while simultaneously offering an added layer of peace of mind that
one’s keys are, in fact, safe.

Serenity Shield offers an innovative, revolutionary approach
to inheritance and secure storage solutions for our most
sensitive information.
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2. Market
2.1 Quantification
Cryptocurrency crime increased to record-breaking
levels in 2021, with a recent report citing scams
amounting to as much as $14B USD worth of crypto
assets stolen, nearly doubling the $7.8B USD figure
from the previous year.
A recent Cryptovantage [10] survey stated that nearly 40% of the 1,000 US participants
reported they had lost the seed(s) and/or secret phrase(s) to their wallet(s). On average, those
losses amount to $2,134 per person.
According to a report by Cane Island Digital Research 2021 [11], 4% of Bitcoin’s circulating
supply is lost each year due to the following:
- Accidentally discarding a paper and/or hardware wallet
- Losing a seed and/or secret phrase to a wallet
- Unforeseen personal tragedy and/or death without proper arrangements to transfer wallet
seed(s) and/or secret phrase(s)

Yearly cryptocurrency value received by illicit address(es) via hacks and scams.
Data range: 2017-2021

Cybercrime
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Chainalysis estimated in a recent report that
approximately 20% of circulating Bitcoin is and will
remain inaccessible forever, which equates to a total
loss of $140B USD at a Bitcoin price of $38,000 USD
per coin/ token.

18.9 M

3.8M

BTC C. SUPPLY

$140 BN

BTC LOST

LOST

From January 2022 to January 2024, Serenity Shield aims
to secure at least 1.3 million active accounts. That number
represents less than 0.5% of total digital currency users as of
December 2021

2.2 Market Size
According to research conducted by crypto.com [12], the global digital asset market is currently
experiencing explosive growth, as nearly 300 million people have adopted cryptocurrency
usage worldwide. This user base is projected to increase to 1 billion by the end of 2025.

Global Crypto Owner and Adoption Rate in 2021
Over 292 million crypto users as of November 2021
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3. Technology
3.1 Serenity Shield Innovation
We define a decentralized system as one wherein any user can store sensitive information,
such as wallet seeds and/or secret phrases, centralized exchange credentials, etc., within
a public and secure blockchain utilizing varied recovery mechanisms. This system can be
utilized by the end user to: 1) restore their data in case of loss of access to their sensitive
information; 2) transfer the ownership of this information to specific users, such as heirs,
in the case of an accident or death of the user.
Serenity Shield proposes an innovative and revolutionary solution, backed by the
immutability and security of decentralized blockchain technology, to ensure all user data
is encrypted and protected thoroughly from unauthorized access. To achieve this, we intend
to utilise the following tools:

Blockchain

DID

Serenity Shield is solving a blockchain
problem with a blockchain solution.
Our innovative approach ensures
a secure, decentralized and transparent
solution built on the ‘Secret Network’
blockchain.

Our DApp has no central authority,
so this is fully accessible to anyone
simply by connecting their favorite wallet
compatible with the Solana network.

Smart Contracts

NFTs

Entirely automated and without
human intervention, Serenity Shield
employs closely audited smart
contracts throughout our product line,
guaranteeing privacy and security for all
of our users.

Each ‘StrongBox’ will undergo encryption
into 3 digital keys (NFTs) and will require
2 keys to successfully unlock the user’s
‘StrongBox’. Each of the 3 keys will be
stored in a different NFT and transferred
to the Owner, Vault of Serenity,
and Designated Heir.

Serenity
Shield2022
2022
Serenity Shield
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3.2 Key Concepts
Blockchain is a set of technologies that allow
for keeping a secure, decentralized, synchronized
and distributed record of digital operations, without
the need for third-party intermediation.
Decentralized Identity (DID) is a trust framework in which identifiers, such as usernames,
can be replaced with proprietary, independent IDs that enable data exchange using
blockchain and distributed ledger technology to protect privacy and secure transactions.
Shamir’s Secret Sharing (SSS) [13] is a key distribution algorithm. SSS splits a“secret”into
parts called“fragments.” Fragments alone do not reveal any information about the secret,
and each fragment is distributed to a group of people for safekeeping. An important
feature of Shamir’s Secret Sharing is that it is dictated by a threshold, meaning that
only two out of three fragments are required to reveal the secret, preventing any failure
to decrypt sensitive information in the event of missing or lost fragments. Such an event
may occur if the holder of one of three fragments were to die and only the two fragments
remained to decrypt the sensitive information.
Serenity Shield Vault is a custody service offered by a trusted source to store crypto
assets.
Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) are cryptographic assets on a blockchain with unique
identification codes and metadata that distinguishes one from another. NFTs have
various use cases.

Serenity Shield 2022
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4. Solution & Use Cases
4.1 Solution
Serenity Shield will follow a DApp (Decentralized App) architecture, leveraging the immutable
security of smart contracts paired with a professionally designed, user-facing frontend web
application in order to perform serverless functions as ancillary services.
All sensitive user information will be stored in a virtual safe known as a “StrongBox”, solely
owned by our users and cloaked in the highest possible security. From the moment a new
user activates their Serenity Shield account, to a recovery event being executed by the user
or their heir(s), their security is assured.
Authentication will be handled by Serenity Wallet, a custom Secret Network wallet built on
top of the Web3Auth platform. This platform offers decentralized multi-factor authentication
mechanisms, allowing users access to secure authentication systems known as Single Sign
On (SSO) for social networks, passwordless flows, and/or biometric devices. The beauty of
the Secret Network and our Serenity Wallet is simple: zero custody. Serenity Shield users will
remain the sole owner of their credentials at all times.

Architecture
Login

User Browser

Secret Network

Serenity Services

Passwordless
flow

Serenity Wallet

Guard
Smart Contract

DApp Client

Vault

Activation
Smart Contract

Activation
Polices

Social Media
SSO

Notification
Services

Biometric Device
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The Secret Network will be the blockchain on which
the main smart contracts are written, as it offers the
security, transparency and privacy features required
by Serenity Shield.

Privacy and security features are guaranteed because smart contract transactions are sent
in encrypted form from the client to the validating node, and run in a protected hardware
environment. Transparency is ensured, as all transactions persist on the blockchain and are
executed by nodes that reach consensus on the Cosmos Network.
Serenity Shield will provide secure access to a user’s ‘StrongBox’ by utilizing a combination
of the robust encryption algorithm Shamir’s Secret Sharing (SSS) and the Non-Fungible
Token (NFT) standard. Each StrongBox will undergo encryption into 3 digital keys (NFTs) and
thereafter will require 2 keys to successfully decrypt the StrongBox. This encryption process
will be performed in the client’s browser in order to avoid transmitting sensitive information in
plain text through public channels.
Each of the three StrongBox keys will be represented by a unique NFT and distributed as
follows: Owner, Serenity Shield Smart Contract Vault, and Designated Heir. In doing so,
Serenity Shield ensures that no single NFT can be used to gain access to a user’s StrongBox
account.

At this point in the process, the Activation Policies come into play. The Activation Policies are
the settings that the Owner configures when creating the StrongBox. The Activation Policies
define when Serenity Shield transfers the second NFT key from the Vault to the Heir. The
Activation Policies will be an extensible module designed to detect periods of inactivity for
the account owner, employing a combination of techniques such as reading transactions
from the blockchain, requesting a notification response, and/or authentication through our
user-friendly DApp.

Serenity Shield 2022
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4.2 Use Cases
4.2.1 Seed Recovery
Seed recovery offers our users the option to leverage
the security of blockchain storage to better protect
access to their most sensitive and valuble digitized
records and information.
How it works:
Serenity Shield users will be able to create a single Serenity Shield StrongBox to store any
and all of their sensitive information and look it up on the blockchain whenever necessary.
This information will be stored on the blockchain inside a non-transferable Non-Fungible
Token (NFT), granting the account Owner access to the information stored within the
Serenity Shield StrongBox.
The sensitive data is kept secure by the privacy feature of Secret Network, which ensures
data protection through transaction encryption and viewing Owner-defined NFT fields.

4.2.2 Heritage
Heritage allows a user access to seed recovery while
additionally retaining the option to share information
with their heir(s).
How it works:
The DApp will receive all user-provided information to be stored in a StrongBox before
proceeding to divide this into three unique and encrypted NFT fragments (known as
keys) to be securely stored on the blockchain.
Once stored, no single entity will have access to this StrongBox or the information
it contains (including Serenity Shield).

Serenity Shield 2022
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- NFT 1 will remain in the hands of the account Owner.
- NFT 2 will be sent to the Designated Heir.
- NFT 3 will be kept secured in the Serenity Shield 		
Smart Contract Vault.

Only once the StrongBox activation policy is fulfilled will the NFT stored in the Serenity
Shield Smart Contract Vault be automatically delivered to the heir. With 2 out of 3 NFTs
in hand, a user’s heir will be able to successfully decrypt the StrongBox and access the
sensitive information within.
If, for any reason, a user wishes to modify or cancel the conditions of the StrongBox,
or wants to recover the information on their own, they can simply claim the third NFT
saved in the Serenity Shield Smart Contract Vault, thus completing the encryption

StrongBox
User Login

NFT 1 User

Serenity Shield 2022

Setting
+ Encryption

NFT 2 Heir

NFT 3 Vault
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5. Technical Highlights
5.1 Security
Serenity Shield is only as good as our security protocols are strong, and each of our
products are built, tested and deployed with an emphasis on quality encryption of user
data.
All user information will undergo robust algorithmic encryption before being stored on
the blockchain. This process will be carried out within the user’s browser to prevent any
sensitive information from being transmitted in plain text through public channels.
In addition, this encrypted information will be divided into fragments, in our case NFTs, to
be distributed to different wallets as explained in Shamir’s Secret Sharing (SSS).
SSS ensures that threshold cryptography is secure. For example:
If an attacker should obtain 1 of the 2 NFTs needed to retrieve the information, they will
not successfully decrypt any data from that particular NFT, even with the use of unlimited
quantum computational resources. All encrypted information will be stored in the Secret
Network blockchain, restricting access only to the owner of the NFT.

1. T wo-Step Authentication will be required to add an additional layer of security for all
Serenity Shield users.

2. S erenity

Shield will subject all smart contracts to third party audit by respected

companies such as Certik to ensure that each smart contract is well configured,
without bugs, and flawlessly performing their intended functions.

3. P enetration and vulnerability detection tests will be carried out on the website and our
DApp to verify the integrity of all Serenity Shield products and services.

4. B ug Bounty Reward Program: Serenity Shield will encourage white hat attackers to
search for bugs or vulnerabilities in our network, products, and services, and to report
their findings, no matter how small, thus improving the security of our project.

Serenity Shield 2022
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5.2 Key Assets
Decentralization: SerenityShield platform has no central authority, so our DApp will be
fully accessible to anyone simply by connecting their favorite wallet.
Scalability: Serenity Shield can handle upwards of hundreds of heirs per StrongBox per user.
Easy to use: Our DApp will be as user friendly as any Web 2.0 application, such as Facebook
or Twitter.
Privacy: No sensitive user information will be visible to anyone other than the user and
their heir(s). Multi-chain: Serenity Shield is designed to protect access to any and all
crypto assets and sensitive digitized information across all wallets, blockchains, and/or
centralized exchanges.
Security: Serenity Shield will make use of the following stress tests to ensure our project is
as secure as can be: Third-Party Audits I Penetration Test on Web I Penetration
Test in the DApp I Security Aware- ness Campaigns I Bug Bounty Reward Program.
Inheritance: Our DApp provides a comprehensive and revolutionary solution for securely
transferring sensitive information to your loved ones in the event of an accident
or death.
Collusion Proof: Bad actors will not be able to restore sensitive information by themselves,
even if they form a group to perform a collusion attack. Thanks to SSS, any such attack
will be cryptographically thwarted.

Serenity Shield 2022
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5.3 Commercial Plan
Serenity Shield will develop a comprehensive
commercial plan by focusing on and constantly
referring back to these three pillars as a measure of
our project’s long term success:
5.3.1 Visibility
Serenity Shield will deploy an expansive social media campaign to quickly expand our
audience and thus introduce a greater number of potential users of our StrongBox solution,
with an end goal of omnipresence in all visual media on the web.

5.3.2 Notoriety
We seek to establish strategic partnerships in the following areas:
- Fintech
- Security
- Exchange platforms (CEX/DEX)

5.3.3 Sales support
As the Web3 and SaaS movements continue to grow, Serenity Shield is finding organic demand
for our products and actively cultivating a strong foundation of vetted affiliates to share our
services directly with their trusting communities, leading to a more secure cryptocurrency
space for all involved.
To become a Serenity Shield affiliate means that a project and or community has been
scouted by our team and deemed a good fit regarding shared values of security and
transparency in the DeFi space.
We have developed a tiered revenue sharing program to create point-of-sale and monthly
cash flow for both Serenity Shield and our trusted partners.

Serenity Shield 2022
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6. Marketing Strategy
Our PRODUCT stage focuses primarily on the end
user and the adoption of Serenity Shield services.
By consulting geographic market segmentation
studies to efficiently penetrate all cryptocurrency
ecosystems, our marketing team will successfully
deliver our message to the masses.
In order to maximize our reach of new users, we will create a set of professional and
approachable infographics to explain Serenity Shield for beginners, intermediate, and
advanced users. Each infographic will be specifically designed and optimized for each of
the social networks mentioned in the section titled ‘Visibility’.
Our PROMOTION stage includes plans to systematically market Serenity Shield in the
following four channels: Social Networks I Influencers I Press I SEO
The PROMOTION section will make use of a segmentation study + SEO to achieve high levels
of convertibility in order to generate organic traffic to our intuitive, user-friendly website that
has been deliberately designed to maximize the conversion rate of new visitors.
Serenity Shield must provide sufficient value to justify the PRICE of our services. To defend
our value proposition, we will meticulously test our products to ensure proper, bulletproof
functionality and usability. Next, we will gauge the rate of organic growth of users for our
platform through various technical metrics. Finally, Serenity Shield will issue satisfaction
surveys to users in order to gain and develop insight into the unique needs of our users.
Serenity Shield offers a blockchain solution to a blockchain problem.
The cryptographic durability of this emerging technology offers significant benefits for
security and the decentralized transfer of private data. As the team continues to develop
the marketing strategy, we will also continue to elaborate on the technical operation of the
platform as well as retail point-of-service details of how to access our services.

Serenity Shield 2022
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6.1 Community Growth
Serenity Shield will not only measure success
by the strength of our products and services, but
by the inclusivity, activity, and engagement of our
community.
Cryptocurrency projects tend to come and go, but the projects that survive longterm are
those that successfully build an enthusiastic and organic community that actively and
positively engages with the wider digital asset ecosystem. Serenity Shield plans to attract
and maintain a solid and supportive community of $SERSH holders through the following
methods:

1. Identifying and empowering outstanding personalities within each of the Serenity Shield
networks.

2. Defining transparent purposes and goals for project growth.
3. Identifying and focusing increased resources on our social media platform with the
strongest community and reach.

4. D eveloping and cultivating a nurturing environment by implementing and enforcing
rules of coexistence within each community.

5. G iving form and care to our community, feeding it with information related to our product
and how to improve it.

6. Promoting and offering benefits to all active members of the community.

Serenity Shield 2022
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7. $SERSH Token
$SERSH is the Serenity Shield utility token created to
enable the retrieval of sensitive information from a
user’s ‘StrongBox’. It is a deflationary SPL token that
works on the Solana network allowing it to benefit from
low gas fees and high network speeds.
When compared to other networks, Solana has very low gas fees and a high speed
regardless of network congestion. Both characteristics ensure great future opportunity for
project scalability and increased functionality for the overall project. The total supply of
$SERSH will be 100,000,000 tokens.
Buy Back and Burn of $SERSH tokens will be facilitated by a percentage of the revenue
generated from use of our DApp. Due to this deliberate token burn, the supply of $SERSH
will incrementally decrease over time, increasing token scarcity. This mechanism makes
$SERSH deflationary.

$SERSH

$ 0.20
Total supply of $SERSH

100,000,000

Token Address
9pkudFiG5qhiSQQ8XatPbxZj8zBQ5m4XzHsKHMAGkkCR

• Token symbol: $SERSH
• Tokens offered in public sale: 20,000,000
• Total supply: 100.000.000
• Initial circulating supply: 25,000,000

Serenity Shield 2022
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8. Roadmap
PHASE 01

Product Dev

PHASE 02

PHASE 03

Marketing

Development & Coding

Q1 / 22

Q2 / 22

Q3 / 22

Q4 /22

Q1 /23

1 Seed Investment

1 Staking $SERSH

1 Public Sale ICO

1 New Partnerships

1 New Partnerships

2 Website Launch

2 Farming $SERSH

2 Partnerships

2 Conferences

2 Uniris Authentication

3 P
 resence

3 New Partnerships

3 First Listing CEX/DEX

3 Recovery Seed

3 Integration

4 DApp in Mainnet

4 DApp in Testnet

4 CEX Activity Policy

4 Mobile App

5 UI/UX Improvements

5 Audit

5 New Audits

5 Other Blockchains

6 Marketing campaigns

6 Bug Bounty Program

6 Security - New

6 Activity Policy

7 Private Sale Round 1

7 Penetration Tests

7 Penetration Test

at Conferences

8 Private Sale Round 2

9. Tokenomics
Serenity Shield has planned the following rounds of investment with the aim
of developing and expanding the product on a large scale.

Serenity
Shield2022
2022
Serenity Shield
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9.1 Revenue
The different streams of revenue for Serenity Shield
are described below.
Information Protection: The cost to protect user information, create the StrongBox, and
generate the different NFTs to be distributed to each heir will incur a one-time fee of $50
USDC.
Active StrongBox: The cost for keeping the Strong Box active will be $1.99 USDC per
month.
Retrieval of information: The cost for any heir(s) to retrieve sensitive information
encrypted within each StrongBox will be a one-time fee of $SERSH equivalent to the
value of $25 USDC.

9.2 Utility
In principle, the utilities of the $SERSH token will be:

Holders will be able to stake their $SERSH tokens and will receive $SERSH as a reward.
Serenity Shield will use 20% of the revenue generated by our DApp to buy back and lock
$SERSH tokens, and this will continue until we have bought back 50% of the total supply.

Serenity
Shield2022
2022
Serenity Shield
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9.3 Investment Rounds

INVESTORS

PRIVATE
ROUND 1

PRIVATE
ROUND 2

PUBLIC
SALE

DATE

ON GOING

Q2
Q1 2022

Q2
Q1 2022

Q2 2022

TOKENS
OFFERED

15 M

5M

3M

20 M

PRICE PER
$SERSH

$0.08

$0.12

$0.15

$0. 20

TOTAL
RAISED

$1.2 M

$600 K

$450 K

$4 M

Serenity Shield has a fixed schedule for token allocations in
order to avoid any dump in token price.

9.4 Vesting Schedule
Private Sale(s): 2 months of Cliff (20%) and then linear for 5 months.
Advisors: 3 months of Cliff (15%) and then linear for 5 months.
Investors: 4 months of Cliff (25%) and then linear for 5 months.
Team: 6 months of Cliff (20%) and then 20% every quarter.

Serenity
Shield2022
2022
Serenity Shield
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10. Team
“Serenity is not freedom from the storm,
but peace amid the storm.”

Rodolphe Seynat

Hugues Svay

Mikhael Gerbet

Juan Martin Oviedo

Strategic Investor, Governance

COO - Head of Business

Lead Developer

Head of Security

Nikos Koukos

Candice Baudet

Julio Villalobos

Head of Communication

Head of Public Relations

Art Director

Justin Mantell

David Martin

Michael O’Connor

Dan Thompson

Product Leader & Business Dev

Specialist US Insurance Market,

Strategic Partnerships

Copywriter

and Head of Lyris Group

Liam DeMarney
Head of Administration

Policy & Sales

Lyris Group Capital

R2 Group

Strategic Investors

Private Investors Club

Serenity Shield 2022
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11. Partnerships

11.1 Media - They Talk about us

* Belgian law firm Simont Braun has been appointed by Serenity Shield SRL to exclusively provide advice with respect to the currently
applicable Belgian regulatory framework on the services exposed in this presentation. Simont Braun’s intervention does not cover any
other legal (incl. tax and corporate law) or non-legal aspects. Simont Braun is by no means responsible for Serenity Shield SRL’s business
decisions

Serenity Shield 2022
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12. Conclusion
The growth and worldwide adoption
of cryptocurrencies is imminent.
As such, Serenity Shield will ensure all new and existing cryptocurrency users have access
to our utility to protect themselves and their valuable assets from catastrophic losses
associated with misplaced seed and/or secret phrases, damaged hardware
wallets, and/or hacks to accounts held on low security centralized exchanges.
Serenity Shield offers a comprehensive, decentralized solution for ensuring the secure
transfer of sensitive information according to the owner’s wishes.

Decentralized Application: We provide the only secure DApp to safeguard access to
your crypto assets in the event of a lost wallet seed or secret phrase, personal tragedy, or
untimely death.
Ease-of-Use: Serenity Shield introduces a radically innovative and revolutionary
technological solution that leverages the immutable security of smart contracts
along with a professionally designed, user-facing frontend web application, to perform
serverless functions as ancillary services.
Scalability & Adoption: Globally focused with a scalable dimension and a multi-chain
approach.
Security by Design: Our number one priority is to provide decentralized encryption
technology to secure any/all sensitive user information.
Professional & Transparent: Serenity Shield is led by a highly skilled team backed by a
serious Advisor group that is eager to provide long term, permanent solutions to issues
surrounding sensitive information transfer in the cryptocurrency space.
Community Driven: Serenity Shield is building a strong community vision in line with the
spirit and DNA of decentralization.

DISCLAIMER: The content on this whitepaper is intended for informational purposes only. It is subject to change without notice. No
information contained herein should be interpreted as advice, legal, financial, or otherwise. Nothing contained herein constitutes a
solicitation, recommendation, endorsement, or offer by Serenity Shield or any third party service provider.

Serenity Shield 2022
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Serenity Shield
Community

Join the Serenity Shield community

Follow the latest news

Join us on Telegram

Get involved on Discord

twitter.com/SerenityShield_

t.me/serenityshield

discord.gg/serenityshield
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